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[1] Modeling results of the configuration of the inner magnetosphere current systems,
namely, the ring current and the near-Earth tail current, during the July 21–23, 2009
CIR/HSS storm event are presented. We use two different modeling approaches,
magnetic field modeling and particle modeling. We perform the magnetospheric
magnetic field modeling with several standard and one modified Tsyganenko models,
and the particle modeling with the Inner Magnetosphere Particle Transport and
Acceleration Model (IMPTAM). It is found that the magnitudes of current densities in
the inner magnetosphere computed with IMPTAM are comparable to those of computed
with the TS05 magnetic field model. The model ring current, being asymmetric
during the storm main phase did not show a duskward shift of its peak. It is shown
with both modeling approaches that the incorporation of near-Earth tail currents in the
calculations of model Dst (SymH in the present paper) index is crucial, as there is
significant current beyond 6.6 RE in the simulation results. A discrepancy is found
between the SymH contributions from various currents as defined by the TS05 modules
and from current streamline tracing through these same currents. We conclude that the
method to calculate the contributions of different current systems to the model Dst using
the global magnetospheric magnetic field models should be Biot-Savart integration inside
the regions, which contain the current systems, not using the magnetic field from the
model representations of current modules.
Citation: Ganushkina, N. Y., S. Dubyagin, M. Kubyshkina, M. Liemohn, and A. Runov (2012), Inner magnetosphere currents
during the CIR/HSS storm on July 21–23, 2009, J. Geophys. Res., 117, A00L04, doi:10.1029/2011JA017393.
1. Introduction
[2] Two main current systems in the inner magneto-
sphere are the ring current (including its eastward, sym-
metric and partial components) and the near-Earth tail
current. They flow across the magnetic field and distort
the inner magnetosphere from its typical quiet time con-
figuration [Parker and Stewart, 1967; Tsyganenko et al.,
2003; Ganushkina et al., 2004]. The interpretation of cur-
rents in the inner magnetosphere is important for under-
standing the physics governing particle flow but it is difficult.
Investigation of the relative locations, intensities, and vari-
ability of near-Earth currents is crucial to understanding the
geospace dynamics.
[3] It is problematic to obtain near-Earth currents from
observations. Currents can be calculated directly from
magnetometer measurements, for example, from four closely
located space satellites, such as the Cluster mission [e.g.,
Vallat et al., 2005]. Currents (or their related magnetic per-
turbations) can be compiled statistically from all available
data, and then binned according to some relevant parameter
[e.g., Zanetti et al., 1984; Tsyganenko, 1989, 1995; Lui et al.,
1994; Lui, 2003; Le et al., 2004]. It is possible to determine
local current intensities from observed plasma pressure time
series [e.g., Lui et al., 1987]. Magnetospheric currents have
even been extracted from inversions of energetic neutral
atom (ENA) images [Roelof et al., 2004].
[4] When studying the global distribution of currents and
their time variations during storms, there are usually not
enough data available. One way of dealing with it is to use
magnetic field models which can help to address the
question regarding which of the current systems is respon-
sible for what effects in the inner magnetospheric field
distortion during storms. Several studies have been devoted
to the development of general-purpose, global empirical
magnetic field models [e.g., Tsyganenko, 1995, 2002a,
2002b; Tsyganenko and Sitnov, 2005, 2007; Hilmer and
Voigt, 1995; Alexeev et al., 2001]. A time-evolving empir-
ical model called the event-oriented model [Ganushkina
et al., 2002, 2004] uses in-situ observations of the mag-
netospheric magnetic field for a specific storm event and
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adjusts a statistical solution to give a global representation
of the magnetic field evolution for that specific storm event.
[5] Another way to obtain the magnetic field in the mag-
netosphere is from MHD modeling. The proper representa-
tion of the inner magnetosphere in global MHD by coupling
with inner magnetosphere/ring current/radiation belt models
is an important, but still open issue, which is under intense
investigation at present. In their recent study, Liemohn et al.
[2011] have used the Space Weather Modeling Framework
(SWMF) for the numerical simulations. They have argued
that a single near-tail magnetic field line can be part of a
variety of cross-field current systems. One of the important
implications was that magnetospheric current systems do not
map well to characteristic features of the particle populations.
[6] The third approach for studying the currents in the
inner magnetosphere, mainly, the ring current, is particle
modeling. There exist several models for the ring current.
The most extensively used are the modifications of RAM
(Ring current Atmosphere interactions Model) developed
initially by Fok et al. [1993] and Jordanova et al. [1996].
There are several variations of this model currently in use for
the magnetospheric physics studies [e.g., Fok et al., 2003;
Jordanova et al., 2006; Khazanov et al., 2004; Zheng et al.,
2006; Liemohn et al., 2006]. These models solve the gyra-
tion and bounce averaged kinetic equation for the main hot
particle species (H+, O+, He+, and electrons) in the keV
energy range. There are three more models [Chen et al.,
1993; Ebihara and Ejiri, 2000; Ganushkina et al., 2005],
where the particle motion is followed in the drift approxi-
mation, and the Liouville theorem is used for particle flux
calculations. Most of the models include Coulomb colli-
sional scattering and decay, precipitation loss to the upper
atmosphere, and charge exchange loss. Another widely
used inner magnetosphere model is the Rice Convection
Model (RCM), which describes plasma electrodynamics in
the inner and middle magnetosphere and its coupling to the
ionosphere [Wolf et al., 1982; Spiro et al., 1981]. The
recently developed Rice Convection Model Equilibrium
(RCM-E) [Toffoletto et al., 2003; Lemon et al., 2003]
combines the drift physics and magnetosphere-ionosphere
coupling computational machinery of the RCM with a
model of equilibrium magnetic field in static force balance
with the RCM-computed pressures.
[7] Studies of the contributions to the Dst index from
different current systems have come to quite different con-
clusions. For example, Liemohn et al. [2001] examined the
currents from a near-Earth hot ion drift physics model,
concluding that most (at times nearly all) of the main phase
Dst perturbation was from the partial ring current. Søraas
et al. [2002] investigated specifically whether the depressed
pressure corrected Dst-index during geomagnetic storms
could be due to other current systems than the ring current.
They compared a calculated Ring Current index (RC-index)
based on the night side isotropic proton precipitation with the
Dst-index and found that the two indices correlated well. At
the same time, the role of the magnetotail current as a major
contributor to the storm-time Dst perturbation was empha-
sized [Alexeev et al., 1996; Dremukhina et al., 1999; Turner
et al., 2000]. It was shown that the relative contributions of
the ring current and tail current to Dst change during the
course of storms [Ganushkina et al., 2004, 2010; Kalegaev
et al., 2005]. Ohtani et al. [2006, 2007] found that for a
given value of SymH, the ENA emission from the ring cur-
rent is more intense and the geosynchronous magnetic field is
more stretched during the main phase than during the
recovery phase and suggested that the relative contribution of
the ring current (tail current) is more significant during the
main phase (recovery phase).Ganushkina et al. [2004] found
that the Dst index for moderate storms (Dst > 150 nT) is
dominated by the tail current and for more intense storms
(Dst < 150 nT) is dominated by the ring current. The rela-
tive contribution also changes during the course of storm-
time substorms [Ohtani et al., 2001; Pulkkinen et al., 2006;
Kubyshkina et al., 2008].
[8] It is well-known that the geomagnetic storms are very
important phenomena for magnetospheric physics and for
space weather. They have their origin in the structure and
dynamics of the Sun. One type of the storms are driven by
interplanetary coronal mass ejections (CMEs) associated
with large eruptions of plasma and magnetic flux from the
Sun [Gosling et al., 1991; Tsurutani and Gonzalez, 1997].
The other type of the storms are driven by high speed
streams (HSS) from coronal holes and the corotating inter-
action region (CIR) formed ahead of the stream [Burlaga
and Lepping, 1977; Gonzalez et al., 1999]. Borovsky and
Denton [2006] have formulated the features of a HSS/CIR
storm: (1) The interplanetary (IP) medium shows a stream
interaction, where a fast stream (speed 700 km/s) overtakes a
slower stream (speed 400 km/s); (2) The HSS interface is
marked by a time moment, ahead of which the solar wind
proton density and interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) are
enhanced; (3) Interplanetary electric field is highly fluctu-
ating but remains enhanced above 2 mV/m in the vicinity of,
and following the stream interface; (4) The 3 hour averaged
Kp index reaches a maximum a few hours before the Dst
minimum; (5) The high density plasma in the low velocity
stream and the simultaneous IMF Bz decrease cause the
initial phase of the magnetic storm; (6) During passage of
the interaction region the driving of the magnetosphere is
mainly through the large negative IMF Bz excursions,
reaching peak values right at the leading edge of the HSS;
(7) In the high-speed flow behind the interaction region, the
north-south component Bz is highly fluctuating, causing
significant Dst and Kp activity for several days. These
storms are the dominant sources of geomagnetic activity in
the solar cycle declining phase [Tsurutani et al., 2006].
Their magnitude is usually small, with average Dst of
50 nT [Richardson et al., 2006; Søraas et al., 2004].
Denton et al. [2006] and Borovsky and Denton [2006] con-
cludes that the weaker ring current in CIR events is due to a
less dense plasma sheet and a weaker convection field com-
pared to what is observed during CME storms. However,
HSS/CIR storms are effective in enhancing the electron
fluxes in the outer radiation belt [Miyoshi and Kataoka,
2008].
[9] Several studies were devoted to the investigation of the
behavior of current systems especially during CIR/HSS
storms. Both observational and magnetic field and particle
modeling approaches were used. Jordanova et al. [2009]
have studied the ring current dynamics during the HSS-
storm with RAM code [Jordanova et al., 1996]. Their
simulations were unsuccessful to reproduce the observed
Dst-index. They found that radial diffusion and substorm
injections are needed in order to reproduce the long-lasting
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recovery phase of HSS-driven storms. Borovsky and Denton
[2010] have performed a superposed epoch analysis on the
magnetic field measurements from five geosynchronous
GOES spacecraft during HSS-driven storms to study the
stretching of the nightside magnetosphere. They estimated
that this nightside strong stretching perturbation contributes
about 25% to the pressure-corrected Dst. Sørbø et al. [2009]
investigated properties of the ring current during CIR/HSS
events by the dynamics of the equatorward boundary of
isotropic proton precipitation. They found that the injection
of fresh particles balance the loss of ring current energy and
the long recovery of the CIR/HSS events were reproduced
by the RC-index computed using isotropic boundaries.
Sitnov et al. [2010] have presented the empirical recon-
struction of the magnetospheric magnetic field configuration
for one CIR-driven storm. It was found that, compared to
CME-driven storms, the model equatorial currents are more
dawn dusk symmetric. Moreover, a new tail-type currents
are found to dominate the storm-time magnetosphere in the
early main and recovery phases at the moments of strong
peaks of the solar wind dynamic pressure.
[10] The present paper contains the modeling results of the
configuration of currents during the July 21–23, 2009 CIR/
HSS storm event. We focus on the inner magnetosphere
current systems, namely, the ring current and the near-Earth
tail current. We use two different modeling approaches,
magnetic field modeling and particle modeling. We do the
magnetic field modeling with Tsyganenko models, such as
T96 [Tsyganenko, 1995], T02 [Tsyganenko, 2002a, 2002b]
and TS05 [Tsyganenko and Sitnov, 2005] and its modifica-
tion, and particle modeling with the Inner Magnetosphere
Particle Transport and Acceleration Model (IMPTAM),
developed by Ganushkina et al. [2001, 2005, 2006, 2011].
We analyze similar outputs from two approaches, the evo-
lution of current densities in the inner magnetosphere during
CIR/HSS storm and contributions of the tail and ring cur-
rents to the Dst (or SymH in our case) index. The importance
of the choice of the method for the model Dst calculations,
both for magnetic field and particle modeling, is empha-
sized. The model Dst-contributions directly depend on the
method. This study contributes to the still unresolved prob-
lem of the interpretation of currents in the near-Earth mag-
netotail and inner magnetosphere.
2. July 21–23, 2009 Storm Event Overview
[11] The magnetic storm on July 21–23, 2009 (Figure 1)
occurred at the very beginning of the rising phase of solar
cycle 24. Solar cycle 23 had a deep minimum and the Sun
was very quiet and there was not much geomagnetic activity.
A smooth southward turning of the IMF Bz (Figure 1a),
which started around 11 UT on July 21st, caused a rather
small storm. IMF Bz reached 17 nT at 0330 UT on July
22nd, oscillated couple of times between +10 nT and17 nT
and then from 12 UT was very close to zero till the end of the
storm. A high-speed stream reached the Earth with a speed of
about 500 km/s at 12 UT on July 22nd (Figure 1b). The HSS
interface is marked by a time moment, ahead of which the
solar wind proton density is enhanced. The peak of 46 cm3
is seen in solar wind number density around 06 UT on July
22nd (Figure 1c). The magnetosphere responded with Kp =
6 around 6 UT on July 22nd (Figure 1d), and substorm
activity with two main peaks in AL-index, one of 1200 nT
at 04 UT and the other of 700 nT at 09 UT (Figure 1e). The
SymH index dropped to about 90 nT at 06 UT and then
to about 86 nT around 09 UT (Figure 1f). The solar wind
and IMF parameters have been shifted to the Earth’s sub-
solar point by OmniWeb (http://omniweb.gsfc.nasa.gov/
form/omni_min.html). The activity indices were obtained
from the World Data Center for Geomagnetism, Kyoto
(http://wdc.kugi.kyoto-u.ac.jp/).
3. Modeling Approaches
3.1. Models for Magnetospheric Magnetic Field
3.1.1. Tsyganenko Magnetic Field Models
[12] For our modeling we use three different Tsyganenko
magnetospheric magnetic field models, specifically T96
[Tsyganenko, 1995], T02 [Tsyganenko, 2002a, 2002b] and
TS05 [Tsyganenko and Sitnov, 2005].
[13] The T96 model [Tsyganenko, 1995] was a step forward
from only Kp-dependent previous versions [Tsyganenko,
1989]. It has several essential features such as (1) parameteri-
zation by the Dst-index, solar wind dynamic pressure, and By
and Bz components of the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF),
(2) a realistic shape and size of the magnetopause controlled
by the solar wind, (3) controlled shielding of the magnetic field
produced by all magnetospheric current systems, (4) the
interconnection of the geomagnetic field with the IMF across
Figure 1. Overview of July 21–23, 2009 magnetic storm
(see text).
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the magnetopause which can produce open magnetospheric
configurations, and (5) the magnetic field of the Region 1 and
2 Birkeland currents. At the same time, its main problems
included (1) overstretched magnetic field in the inner magne-
tosphere, and (2) absence of dawn-dusk asymmetry of the
inner magnetosphere during storm periods. For the develop-
ment of this model, the data sets in which storm-time obser-
vations were mixed with quiet time data were used.
[14] To include not only the current state of the inter-
planetary medium but also its time history during the pre-
ceding 1hour interval, another model was developed. In this
T02 model [Tsyganenko, 2002a, 2002b], in addition to
parametrization by Dst-index, solar wind dynamic pressure,
and By and Bz components of the IMF, the strengths of all
current systems at any given time included terms with the
factors G1 and G2, defined as integrals of geoeffective IMF-
related parameters over the preceding 1-hour interval.
Improved representations were introduced for all major
current systems, such as (1) axisymmetric and partial com-
ponents of the model ring current, originally derived from
charged particle data, (2) a flexible global model of the
contributions of large-scale Region 1 and 2 Birkeland cur-
rents, and (3) a cross-tail current sheet representation with
two modules with different rates of current density variation
along the tail axis, a movable inner edge, variable thickness,
and flexible shape, controlled by the tilt angle of the Earth’s
dipole. Although this model is more suitable for storms, it is
valid only inside 15 RE and does not include substorm var-
iations of the magnetic field.
[15] A later version TS05 [Tsyganenko and Sitnov, 2005]
has a similar mathematical structure but the data used were
only for 37 storms with Dst < 65 nT that occurred between
October 1996 and November 2000 [Tsyganenko et al.,
2003]. A new element was the way of parameterizing the
model, in which each source of the magnetic field would
have its own relaxation timescale and a driving function,
based on an individual best fit combination of the solar wind
and IMF parameters. The model parameters include the Dst-
index, solar wind dynamic pressure, By and Bz components
of the IMF, and six variables Wi, i = 1, 6. These variables W
enter in the six magnitude coefficients for the magnetic
fields from each source. Unlike T02, tail current thickness
varies depending on the tail current driving parameter. This
model has similar limitations as T02, such as (1) it is valid
only inside 15 RE and (2) does not include substorm varia-
tions of the magnetic field. A serious flaw of these models
stems from their modular structure. The different modules
can occupy the same space and sometimes produce not-
physical configurations (e.g. thin tail current piercing thick
ring current region).
[16] We use solar wind and IMF parameters and the Dst
index as inputs for these models and calculate other model
parameters as combinations of them (such as G parameters
for the T02 model) and use pre-computed yearly input data
files provided at the Tsyganenko models’ web page (http://
geo.phys.spbu.ru/tsyganenko/TS05_data_and_stuff).
3.1.2. Adaptive Modeling for Magnetospheric
Magnetic Field
[17] A way to improve a standard statistical model is to
adjust its input parameters to best describe the observations
available for the modeled period [Kubyshkina et al., 2009].
This type of calculations is called adaptive modeling for the
magnetospheric magnetic field. In previous studies, the
event-oriented approach has been used [Kubyshkina et al.,
1999; Ganushkina et al., 2004, 2010], in which the stan-
dard Tsyganenko model was modified by scaling the exist-
ing current systems and introducing additional ones. The
free parameters for each current system were determined and
then varied to find the set of the parameters that gives the
best fit between the model and all available in-situ magnetic
field observations. This modeling was used to obtain a
realistic magnetic field configuration for specific events
[Ganushkina et al., 2004; Kalegaev et al., 2005].
[18] Although this approach allows one to incorporate
different observations for comparisons (e.g., magnetic field,
plasma pressure, low-altitude measurements), we have cho-
sen the simplest one. Specifically, magnetic field spacecraft
observations and 5-minutes averaged SymH index were
used to estimate model quality. The SymH index was treated
here as one more spacecraft. After experimenting with dif-
ferent base models (T96, T02, TS05), we ended up with the
modification of the TS05 model. In the modified TS05m
model, two variable multipliers to TS05 current systems
were introduced. The first (amt1) is the multiplier to the
amplitude of the tail (short) module. The second (amr) is the
multiplier to the ring current module amplitudes. The same
multiplier was used for both symmetric and partial ring
current modules. This method keeps a constant relation of
contributions of the partial and symmetric ring current
modules. Using the notations of Tsyganenko and Sitnov
[2005], the total field of the magnetospheric sources B(mod)
has the form
BðmodÞ ¼ BCF þ amt1 ⋅ t1 ⋅ BT1Bþ t2 ⋅ BT2þ
þ amr ⋅ ðs ⋅ BSRC þ p ⋅ BPRCÞ þ b1 ⋅ BR1þ
þ b2 ⋅ BR1 þ ɛ ⋅ BIMF? ; ð1Þ
where BCF is the Chapman-Ferraro field, BT1 and BT2 cor-
respond to the inner and outer parts of the cross-tail current,
respectively, BSRC is the contribution from the ring current
corresponding to its axially symmetric component, BPRC is
the partial ring current field, BR1 and BR2 are the fields of the
Region 1 and 2 Birkeland current systems, and B?
IMF is the
penetrated component of the IMF.
[19] We varied these free linear parameters (amplitude
multipliers of the tail and ring current systems) minimizing
the error, which was computed as follows:
BDB ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðSymHðmodÞ  SymHðobsÞÞ2þPi¼1;N ðBðmodÞi  BðobsÞi Þ2
q
N þ 1 :
ð2Þ
To obtain a model SymH index, we computed the H-
component of the model magnetic field at six ground-
based station positions, those used for the real index
determination. Then we did the same for the TS05 model
with quiet time parameters (Psw = 1 nPa, Dst = 0 nT, IMF
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where ai is the magnetic latitude of the ith-station and the
factor of 0.8 in the denominator is for ground induced
currents.
[20] We also tested the validity of the adjusted models by
analyzing the error behavior for various parameters for a few
times. We analyzed a subset of free parameters for which the
error differed from minimal less than 1 nT (we consider 1 nT
as an accuracy of spacecraft magnetic field observations).
The minimal and maximal values of the free parameters over
this subset were computed and if they differed a lot, it meant
that the inverse task was ill-defined. It has been found that for
existing configurations of spacecraft during the modeled
storm it does not make sense to use more than two free
parameters. More parameters do not lead to model quality
improvement. Even with only two free parameters, the model
can still be ill-defined for some spacecraft configurations.
3.2. Inner Magnetosphere Particle Transport
and Acceleration Model
[21] The inner magnetosphere particle transport and
acceleration model (IMPTAM), developed by Ganushkina
et al. [2001, 2005, 2006, 2011], follows distributions of
ions and electrons with arbitrary pitch angles from the
plasma sheet to the inner L-shell regions with energies
reaching up to hundreds of keVs in time-dependent magnetic
and electric fields. We trace a distribution of particles in the
guiding center, or drift, approximation, in which we can
picture the motion of a charged particle as displacements of
its guiding center, or the center of the circular Larmor orbit
of a moving particle. The guiding center theory assumes that
the electromagnetic fields are known and can be used in
geophysical plasmas, where the external field is strong and
will not be changed much by the motion of the particle
themselves.
[22] For the guiding center drifts we take into account
E  B drift, where E and B are electric and magnetic fields,
respectively, and magnetic drift, which, in its turn, includes
gradient and curvature drifts. The drift velocity is a combi-
nation of the velocity VEB due to E  B drift
VEB = (E  B)/B2 and the velocities of gradient Vr and
curvature Vcur drifts Vr + Vcur = (mv?
2 )/(2qB2)(B  rB) +
(mvk
2)/(qRc
2B2)(Rc  B) [Roederer, 1970], where m is the
particle mass, q is the particle charge, v? and vk are the par-
ticle velocities perpendicular and parallel to the magnetic
field, respectively, and Rc is the radius of curvature of mag-
netic field line (r?B =  (B/Rc)n, where n is the unit normal
vector along the radius of curvature).
[23] We assume that the first and second adiabatic invar-
iants are conserved. With the above mentioned assumptions,
we consider the bounce-average drift velocity after averag-
ing over one bounce of E  B magnetic drift velocities
[Roederer, 1970, Appendix 2]




rI  e0; ð4Þ
where E0 and B0 are electric and magnetic fields in the
equatorial plane, respectively, p is the particle’s momentum,





and Sm′ are the mirror points, B(s) is the magnetic field along
magnetic field line, Bm is the magnetic field at the mirror
point, e0 is the unit vector in the direction of the magnetic
field B0.
[24] Generally, the changes in the distribution function
f(R, f, t, Ekin, a), where R and f are the radial and azi-
muthal coordinates in the equatorial plane, respectively, t is
the time, Ekin is the particle energy, a is the particle pitch





⋅ Vf þ ∂f∂R ⋅ VR þ sources losses; ð5Þ
where Vf and VR are the azimuthal and radial components
of the bounce-average drift velocity.
[25] At the beginning of modeling with IMPTAM, the
inner magnetosphere is considered empty. In this case, only
the effects of newly entering particles from the plasma sheet
are investigated. The model boundary is set in the plasma
sheet at distances, depending on the scientific questions we
are trying to answer, from 6.6 RE to 10 RE. The particle
distribution at the boundary is defined as a Maxwellian or
kappa distribution function with parameters obtained from
the empirical relations or from the observations during spe-
cific events.
[26] Liouville’s theorem states that, in the absence of
external forces and losses, the distribution function
remains constant along the dynamic trajectory of particles.
This theorem is used to gain information of the entire
distribution function. If we know the distribution function
f(R, f, t, Ekin, a) of particles at a time moment t1, then
we can obtain the distribution function of particles at a
time moment t2 = t1 + Dt, by computing the drift
velocity of the particles. The distribution function at t2
will not be the same as at t1 at the corresponding posi-
tions, since we need to take into account the phase-space-
dependent losses (tloss). The final distribution function at
t2 will be f ðt2Þ ¼ f ðt1Þexpð DttlossÞ.
[27] Particle loss processes, which are important for
modeling the ring current ions, include charge-exchange
with neutral hydrogen in the upper atmosphere, Coulomb
collisions, and convective outflow through the magneto-
pause. The charge-exchange cross-section is obtained from
Janev and Smith [1993]. The thermosphere model MSISE
90 [Hedin, 1991] and the plasmasphere model by Carpenter
and Anderson [1992] are used.
4. Modeling of Inner Magnetosphere Current
Systems With Magnetic Field Models
4.1. Configuration of Available Satellites
[28] During the July 21–23, 2009 time interval several
satellites were passing the inner magnetosphere regions,
such as two geostationary GOES 11 and 12, four THEMIS
A, C, D, and E, and Cluster. We set the inner magnetosphere
region to be within 15 RE on XGSM, YGSM and ZGSM. We also
have checked that the satellites were inside the dayside
magnetopause. Times of crossing the magnetopause were
seen in the magnetic field observations as sharp jumps in
magnetic field components. Figure 2a shows the orbits of
satellites in MLT(UT) format, which were in the inner
magnetosphere regions and whose magnetic field data were
available. The MLT- and UT-coverage varied throughout
the storm. Figure 2b presents the measured SymH index.
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[29] During the storm initial phase on July 21, 2009, both
GOES spacecraft were on the dayside, moving from dawn to
dusk. THEMIS A was on the duskside moving toward
midnight but close to the Earth (XGSM = 2 RE). It was near
the equatorial plane but coming from the flank on the dusk
side, so only the data from the part of the orbit at the end of
the day (19–24 UT) could be used. THEMIS D and E were
on the dayside, going from dawn to dusk, and the data were
available for the part of the day, from 12 to 18 UT. There
was a lack of nightside measurements for the first day of the
storm.
[30] For the storm main phase on July 22, 2009, more
satellites were on the nightside including both GOES craft
and THEMIS D and E. THEMIS D and E were on the
duskside coming from the flank (from YGSM = 10 RE) toward
midnight, close to the Earth (XGSM = 2 RE) and to the
equatorial plane and the data were available during 07–11
UT, which is after the first drop in the Dst index but during
the storm main phase. THEMIS A was on the dayside and
only data from the first 4 hours of July 22nd could be used.
Thus, no data beyond the geosynchronous orbit on the
nightside were available for the storm main phase.
[31] On July 23rd in addition to GOES 11 and 12, and
THEMIS A, D, and E, THEMIS C and Cluster happened to
be inside the inner magnetosphere region. Both GOES
spacecraft were on the nightside in the beginning of the
recovery phase on July 23rd. Cluster was on the nightside
crossing in XGSM from 9 to 4 RE but rather far below the
equatorial plane with ZGSM of 7 RE. Data from two parts of
the orbits of THEMIS A (00–04 UT and 05–10 UT) and
THEMIS C (02–07 UT and 09–11 UT) were used. On the
first parts of their orbits, THEMIS A was on the nightside
near dusk but close to Earth, and THEMIS C was on the
duskside going from day to night. On the second parts, both
THEMIS A and THEMIS C were on the dayside. THEMIS
D and E were located similar to July 22nd, on the duskside
coming from the flank (from YGSM = 10 RE) toward mid-
night, close to the Earth (XGSM = 2 RE) and equatorial
plane. Data were available during 05–11 UT.
[32] This configuration of satellites lacks the data from the
nightside but it is the best available for the first storm in
2009, which occurred after a rather long quiet period.
4.2. Magnetic Field in the Inner Magnetosphere During
Storm Main Phase on July 22, 2009: Observations
and Modeling
[33] The magnetic field components measured at the
satellites shown in Figure 2a were compared with modeled
values from four different magnetic field models for the
storm period on July 21–23, 2009. Figure 3 demonstrates
how well different models can follow the observed magnetic
field components (black lines) at GOES 11 (Figures 3a–3c),
GOES 12 (Figures 3d–3f), THEMIS D (Figures 3g–3i) and
THEMIS E (Figures 3j–3l) during the main phase of the
storm on July 22nd. The models used for comparison are
T96 (blue lines), T02 (purple lines), TS05 (green lines), and
TS05m (red lines). GOES 11 and 12 data were available for
the whole day of July 22nd. As can be seen, the TS05m
model best described the observed geostationary magnetic
field components among the models, in general. There is a
recognizable difference between T96 and other models. The
storm event was small so that even the modified best-fit
TS05m model gave rather small improvements compared to
the standard model TS05. THEMIS D and E data [Auster
et al., 2008] were available only for a short period
between 07 and 11 UT on July 22nd, when both space-
craft were on the duskside. For THEMIS D data, TS05m
fitted the observed Bx- and Bz-components best but none
of the models was able to follow the By-component. For
THEMIS E data, both the By and Bz-components are not
reproduced by any of the models.
[34] Figure 4 presents the error estimates for all models.
The first three panels from the top show the errors
between the modeled and observed magnetic field at the







between the modeled and observed SymH index error
SymH = |SymH(mod)  SymH(obs)| (Figure 4b), and the total
error DB (equation (2)) (Figure 4c). Lines for different
models are shown with the same color as in Figure 3. The
number of satellites the data were available from, as
dependent of time, is shown in Figure 4e.
[35] Among the four models, T96 gives the largest errors
and TS05m gives the smallest errors. After 07 UT on July
22nd, the errors at satellites and total errors from T02, TS05
and TS05m models do not differ much (Figures 4a and 4c).
For the SymH error (Figure 4b), the TS05m model has the
smallest error. As can be seen, the main difference in model
errors occurs at the main phase of the storm during the first
dip in the SymH index, presented in Figure 4d as the black
line. Even though TS05m model exhibits the smallest errors,
the errors for all models including TS05m are rather large
(20–50nT) during the first part of the storm main phase (03–
07 UT on July 22nd). It should also be kept in mind that the
data from two GOES satellites, though on the nightside,
were available for this time period with THEMIS A data
Figure 2. (a) Orbits of available satellites in MLT(UT) for-
mat for the July 21–23, 2009 storm together with (b) mea-
sured SymH index.
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only for a short interval, when SymH started to drop
(Figures 4d and 4e). At any case, we can not say that using
TS05m model for this particular storm was a significant
improvement as compared to the standard TS05 model.
[36] Figure 4d demonstrates how the two parameters,
namely, the amplitudes for the ring (amr, orange line) and
tail (amt1, light blue line) current systems, introduced in the
TS05m model, varied with time. If the amplitude is close to
1, it means that no modifications were done to the standard
representation of the ring and tail current systems in TS05.
Values above and below 1 mean an increase or decrease of
the standard currents, respectively. During the first dip in
SymH, the model tail current was almost twice larger than
the standard one, whereas the model ring current was set too
small. Detailed analysis has shown that the algorithm of
TS05m gives an unstable result for this period with such
sparse data. Figure 4d demonstrates the uncertainty of the
TS05m results, where one can see an oscillation of the ring
current amplitude at July 22, 04–08 UT. The specifications
of the ring and tail currents are not fully correct and defined
for the modeled period for this satellite configuration. The
model can give an increase of the tail current with a simul-
taneous decrease of the ring current or vice versa trying to fit
the magnetic field measurements. As a result of this analysis,
it became clear that our attempts to use the adaptive mod-
eling approach did not provide a better model than the
standard TS05 for this particular storm. Further in this paper
we will use the standard TS05 model to analyze the relative
behavior of the ring and near-Earth tail current systems
during the small HSS/CIR storm on July 21–23, 2009.
4.3. Equatorial Current Densities
[37] To study the behavior of the ring and near-Earth tail
current systems during the July 21–23, 2009 storm, we
computed the total current densities using the magnetic field
given by the TS05 model. Figure 5 presents the current
densities in nA/m2 in the equatorial plane on July 22, 2009
for six time moments, such as at the storm initial phase
Figure 3. Measured and modeled magnetic field at GOES 11 and 12 and THEMIS D and E satellites dur-
ing July 22, 2009.
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(00 UT) (Figure 5a), storm main phase (04 UT)
(Figure 5b), time of the first minimum in the SymH index
(O6 UT) (Figure 5c), peak recovery after that first mini-
mum (08 UT) (Figure 5d), second minimum of SymH
(0915 UT) (Figure 5e), and storm recovery (18 UT)
(Figure 5f). The directions of currents are shown by white
arrows on the images which are the projections of current
vectors of unit length onto the XY-plane. The arrows
allow us to determine whether the model currents are
closed on the magnetopause or go around the Earth. Ten
times increase can be seen in the ring and near-Earth
currents during the storm main phase. The ring current
was more intense with densities reaching 24 nA/m2 during
this storm than the tail current with about 16 nA/m2.
Another characteristic feature is that the ring current, being
asymmetric during the storm main phase and symmetriz-
ing during the storm recovery phase, did not show a
duskward shift of its peak during considered time interval.
Although the TS05 model included a possibility of a
rotation of the model partial ring toward the duskside by
an angle, depending on the storms intensity and phase, this
angle was fixed in the actual model. The tail current did
Figure 4. Estimated errors for magnetic field models (a) between the modeled and observed magnetic
field at the satellites, (b) between the modeled and observed SymH index, and (c) the total error DB,
(d) amplitudes for the ring (amr) and tail (amt1) current systems, introduced in the TS05m model, together
with measured SymH, (e) number of satellites, the data were available from, during July 22–23, 2009.
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not show any intensifications during the second dip in
SymH (0915 UT) but decreased. The ring current was two
times more intense than the tail current. The separation
between the ring and tail currents was assumed based not
only on the locations in XGSM of current density peaks but
also on the directions of the current vector.
4.4. Contributions From the Ring and Tail Currents
to the SymH Index
[38] In addition to analyzing the evolution of current
densities during the storm on July 21–23, 2009, the con-
tributions to the SymH index from the ring and tail current
systems were calculated using the TS05 model. Figure 6
shows the observed SymH index (thin black line), the
model total SymH index (thick black line), and the con-
tributions from the ring (orange line) and tail (light blue line)
current modules as given by the TS05 model. The observed
and modeled SymH indices have contributions from all
current systems but with that of the induced currents
removed (assumed to be 25%) for the observed SymH and
not included for the model SymH (equation (3)). The con-
tributions from the ring and tail currents were calculated
using the magnetic field from their modules only in the TS05
model.
[39] The modeled SymH index does not follow the shape
of the observed one. At the same time, it shows the existence
of two minima and fit the first minimum by magnitude but
not by time. As can be seen, the main contribution comes
from the tail current module (from about 75 nT of total
SymH, 62 nT comes from the tail current during the first
minimum of SymH). The tail current module starts to
develop earlier, it follows the model total SymH index dur-
ing its first drop. The ring current module contributes only
30 nT to 75 nT of the total SymH at the first minimum. The
tail current module recovers faster than the ring current
module, the ring current module contributes more only
during the storm late recovery. This behavior is very typical
when TS05 [Tsyganenko and Sitnov, 2005] or later versions
[Sitnov et al., 2010] of the Tsyganenko model are used.
[40] If we compare the behavior of the ring and tail cur-
rent systems seen as contributions to the SymH index and
as evolution of current densities in the equatorial plane
shown in Figure 5, the dominant role of the tail current
becomes questionable. As can be seen in Figure 5, the ring
Figure 5. (a–f) Current densities in nA/m2 in the equatorial plane computed with the TS05 model for July
22, 2009 together with directions of currents shown by white arrows.
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current is more intense than the tail current during the storm
main phase.
[41] In order to study the question of tail current contri-
bution to the SymH index, we performed calculations of the
total current lines as lines with the direction of the total
current density vector tangential to them by the TS05 model
and determined the regions of the different types of these
current lines. Figure 7 presents the locations of three types of
current lines in the midnight meridional plane, shown by
plus signs with different colors together with the current
density of the tail current module only computed using TS05
with quiet time parameters (Psw = 1 nPa, Dst = 0 nT, IMF
By = 0, IMF Bz = 2 nT) (Figure 7a),storm main phase
(04 UT) (Figure 7b), and the time of the first minimum in
the SymH index (06 UT) on July 22, 2009 (Figure 7c).
[42] Current lines were computed as lines with the direc-
tion of the TS05 total current density vector tangential to
them. Tracing of current line required the double precision
version of TS05 model. To estimate the current density
vector from the model magnetic field, we used the finite
differences on the scale of 0.0001 RE for the estimate of the
r B ( curlB). For current line tracing we used a Runge-
Kutta 4th order method with fixed stepsize of 0.005 RE.
Since this procedure of tracing of current lines are rather
time-consuming, we set zero dipole tilt angle and used mir-
ror symmetry relative to ZGSM = 0 plane to trace only the
current lines in the ZGSM ≥ 0 region. At first, we selected the
region of the midnight meridian plane confined inside the
expected separatrix between closed and open current lines.
The boundaries of this region are shown by white solid lines
in all panels in Figure 7 which were determined approxi-
mately by examining the current density distributions.
[43] We defined a grid on the XZ-plane at midnight with
YGSM = 0 with 0.1 RE step in XGSM and 0.05 RE step in ZGSM.
From each grid point at midnight we follow a current line in
both directions, to positive and negative YGSM or to dawn
and dusk. The current lines which end up having both ends
on the magnetopause are marked with white plus signs. If
both ends of a current line go around the Earth and cross the
dayside meridian, this line is shown by the black plus sign in
Figure 7. Red pluses correspond to the current lines with
both ends coming to the Earth. For simplicity we considered
a sphere with radius of 2.5 RE as an Earth’s surface. Only
these three types of current lines are presented in Figure 7.
All the others were ignored and not shown in Figure 7,
which resulted in the existence of the areas without any
signs. It must be stresses that the distribution of current
density shown by color is from two tail current modules of
TS05 only (equation (1)), but current from all TS05 modules
was used for tracing the current lines.
[44] For quiet conditions (Figure 7a), the peak of the cur-
rent density of the tail current module was located around
XGSM = 10 RE. The location of the tail current was con-
sistent with the area occupied by white plus signs. The cur-
rent lines had both ends on the magnetopause, which
corresponds to the definition of the tail current in the
nightside plasma sheet. A large area earthward from the tail
current from 8 to 4 RE in XGSM is covered by black
pluses indicating current flowing around the Earth. As can
be seen, the tail current density is not zero (0.5–1 nA/m2) in
Figure 6. Contributions to the SymH index calculated with
the TS05 model from the ring (orange line) and tail (light
blue line) currents and the observed SymH index (thin black
line) and model total SymH index (thick black line) for
July 21–23, 2009.
Figure 7. (a–c) Current densities of the TS05 tail current
only together with regions of current lines for current from
all TS05 modules for July 22, 2009 (see text).
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this area. A small region of red pluses around XGSM = 5 RE
and ZGSM = 1.5–2 RE can be related to the small part of the
current which is connected with the ionosphere by field-
aligned current, most evidently, in the Region 2 sense.
[45] In the beginning of the storm main phase (Figure 7b),
the tail current density shows the appearance of a second
peak at about XGSM = 5 RE. The first peak moved tailward
to XGSM = 12 RE. The earthward peak coincides with the
area of current lines with both ends at the Earth’s surface.
Earthward from this peak (from XGSM = 4 RE), the current
lines go around the Earth. The region from 7 to 10 RE in
XGSM also corresponds to the current lines going around the
Earth and crossing the dayside meridian. It is located
between two peaks of the tail current density. The current
lines with both ends on the magnetopause occupy the area of
the tailward peak and above the equatorial plane with ZGSM
from 0.3 to 2 RE earthward up to about 6 RE.
[46] For the storm main phase maximum (Figure 7c) the
locations of the tail current densities and areas of current
lines do not change much. The tail current density peaks are
wider and more intense.
[47] As can be noted from Figure 7, the current lines
computed using TS05 model for the storm main phase can
be attributed to the (1) symmetric ring current flowing at
distances earthward of 4 RE, then to the (2) asymmetric
current with closure via Region 2 field-aligned currents at
XGSM from 4 to 6 RE with ZGSM up to 1.2 RE, then again
(3) symmetric ring current at XGSM from 6 to 10 RE,
flowing not far from the equatorial plane (small ZGSM) and,
finally, the (4) tail current at XGSM from 10 to 12 RE near
the equatorial plane and also earthward up to XGSM = 5 RE
above the equatorial plane. At the same time, the peaks in
the tail current density do not always correspond to the
current lines having both ends at the magnetopause. More-
over, the tail current has a peak in the region, where current
lines do not go to the magnetopause but look more like ring
current. Therefore, when calculating the contributions from
the tail currents to the SymH index from the tail current
module in the TS05 model (Figure 6), the contributions from
other current systems than those which have both ends at the
magnetopause are included. The dominant tail current con-
tribution seen in Figure 6 during the main phase of July 21–
23, 2009 storm can be largely overestimated.
5. Modeling of Inner Magnetosphere Current
Systems With IMPTAM Model
[48] In addition to magnetic field modeling made with the
TS05 model, we also performed particle modeling with
IMPTAM for the July 21–23, 2009 storm in order to study
the evolution of the ring and near-Earth tail current systems.
We set the IMPTAM boundary at 10 RE on the nightside and
define a Maxwellian proton distribution function there with
the parameters, such as plasma sheet temperature T and
number density n given by the empirical model derived from
Geotail data by Tsyganenko and Mukai [2003]. In the work
by Tsyganenko and Mukai [2003], both plasma sheet tem-
perature T and number density n depend on the solar wind
velocity and IMF Bz. Number density n depends also on the
solar wind number density. Figure 8 shows the variations of
temperature T (Figure 8a) and number density n (Figure 8b)
at 10 RE in the plasma sheet for July 21–23, 2009 storm
together with the observed SymH index (Figure 8c). The
plasma sheet temperature reaches 12 keV and the number
density reached 1.9 cm3 during the storm main phase.
[49] At the beginning of IMPTAM simulations, the inner
magnetosphere is considered empty. In this case, only the
effects of newly entering particles from the plasma sheet are
investigated. The preexisting particles are subject to loss
quickly after the newly injected particles populate the inner
magnetosphere [Kozyra et al., 2002; Ganushkina et al.,
2006]. We follow protons in the TS05 magnetic field
model, which is the same as we have used for our magnetic
field modeling presented in the previous sections of this
paper. For the electric field we use the Boyle et al. [1997]
polar cap potential dependent on solar wind and IMF
parameters applied to a Volland-Stern [Volland, 1973;
Stern, 1975] type convection electric field in the magne-
tosphere. Although IMPTAM does take into account the
self-consistency of the magnetic field by calculating the
magnetic field produced by the model currents and feeding
it back to the background magnetic field, we do not use
this feature in the present study. Using a realistic model
magnetic field such as Tsyganenko models, where there
are prescribed ring and near-Earth tail currents, together
with calculations of the induced magnetic field to trace
particles in them, results in incorrect results [Ganushkina,
2011]. To be accurate, it is necessary to remove the model
ring and near-Earth tail currents from the background mag-
netic field model and consider self-consistent calculations of
the magnetic field. For the present study the idea was to use
the same magnetic field model for the particle modeling as
was used for magnetic field modeling.
Figure 8. (a–c) Boundary conditions given by the empiri-
cal model derived from Geotail data by Tsyganenko and
Mukai [2003] used for particle modeling with IMPTAM
for the July 21–23, 2009 storm.
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[50] We calculate the model SymH index by using the
Biot-Savart law to derive the magnetic disturbance induced
by the current. The current density J? perpendicular to the
magnetic field B is given by




where Pk and P? are plasma pressure, parallel and perpen-
dicular to the magnetic field. The magnetic disturbance
parallel to the Earth’s dipole at the center of the Earth △B is










Figure 9. (a–b) Energy flux measured on THEMIS D and E satellites from 06 UT to 18 UT on July 22nd,
2009 compared to the model spectrograms of IMPTAM fluxes.
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where m0 is the magnetic permeability, r is the radial dis-
















and DB is an estimate of the pressure-corrected Dst index
without the contribution from the Earth’s induced currents.
5.1. Comparison With THEMIS Spectrograms
[51] In order to test the ability of the IMPTAM to model
the particle fluxes in the inner magnetosphere, the compar-
isons with the observed energy-time ion spectrograms were
made. The exact similarity of the model and the observed
spectrograms was not the goal of this test. For this test we
used in situ ion data from THEMIS satellites. For the storm
main phase on July 22, 2009, THEMIS D and E were on the
duskside coming from the flank (from YGSM = 10 RE) toward
midnight, close to the Earth (XGSM = 2 RE) and were near
the equatorial plane and the data were available during 07–
11 UT, which is after the first drop in the SymH index but
during the storm main phase. We used the data from the
solid state telescope (SST) and electrostatic analyzer (ESA)
[Angelopoulos, 2008; McFadden et al., 2008] which mea-
sure ion distribution functions in energy ranges of 5 eV to
25 keV (ESA) and 30 keV to 1 MeV (SST).
[52] Figure 9a (top), shows the energy flux measured by
ESA and SST on the THEMIS D satellite from 06 UT to 18
UT on July 22nd, 2009. There is a data gap at 20 to 30 keV
in the spectrogram which corresponds to the real gap
between energy ranges of the two instruments. A b-nose
structure [Smith and Hoffman, 1974; Ejiri et al., 1980;
Ganushkina et al., 2001; Buzulukova et al., 2003] can be
seen at the inbound pass with characteristic energy of about
20 keV. THEMIS D was in the afternoon sector on the
outbound pass, so a “gap” [Shirai et al., 1997; Sauvaud et al.,
1998; Buzulukova et al., 2002] is present in the spectrogram
at lower energies of about 10 keV. Figure 1b (top) shows
the energy flux measured by ESA and SST on the THEMIS
E satellite from 06 UT to 18 UT on 22 July 2009. Since
THEMIS E was on an orbit, close to that of THEMIS D, its
spectrograms contain similar features as those observed by
THEMIS D.
[53] Figures 9a and 9b, lower panels, present model
spectrograms of IMPTAM fluxes along THEMIS D and
THEMIS E orbits, respectively, for 06–18 UT on July 22nd,
2009. Since this comparison is a test for IMPTAM fluxes for
the modeled storm, we can say that the main features of the
observed spectrogram, such as maximum flux values (about
107 eV/cm2 sr s eV), nose structure and ion gap are repro-
duced reasonably well. This gave us a confidence that
IMPTAM can be used for modeling the current densities and
Dst index during the CIR/HSS storm on July 21–23, 2009
for further comparison with the magnetic field modeling
presented above.
5.2. Equatorial Current Densities
[54] To study the behavior of the ring and near-Earth tail
current systems during the July 21–23, 2009 storm, we
computed the total current densities using IMPTAM. Simi-
larly to Figure 5, Figure 10 presents the current densities in
Figure 10. (a–f) Current densities in nA/m2 in the equatorial plane computed with IMPTAM for July 22,
2009.
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nA/m2 in the equatorial plane on July 22, 2009 for six time
moments, such as at the storm initial phase (00 UT)
(Figure 10a) , storm main phase (04 UT) (Figure 10b), time
of the first minimum in the SymH index (O6 UT) (Figure 10c),
peak recovery after that first minimum (08 UT) (Figure 10d),
second minimum of SymH (0915 UT) (Figure 10e), and
storm recovery (18 UT) (Figure 10f). The current densities
computed using equation (6) are shown for radial distances
from 2.5 to 9.5 RE. Many smaller patches in the current
density distribution are the result of calculations using
equation (6) and appearances of plasma pressure increases
and decreases due to incoming particles from source
variations.
[55] The magnitudes of current densities computed with
IMPTAM are comparable to those computed with the TS05
magnetic field model (Figure 5). A ten times increase can be
seen in the near-Earth currents during the storm main phase.
We see the formation of the eastward ring current close to
the Earth and a very intense partial ring current (Figures 10b
and 10c) which starts to symmetrize at 08 UT (Figure 10d)
and becomes symmetric during the recovery phase
(Figure 10f). The characteristic feature that the ring current
did not show duskward shift of its peak at any time moment
during the storm main phase is present here too as compared
to Figure 5. We can not make any direct comparisons for the
tail current since our boundary was set at 10 RE.
5.3. SymH-“Contributions”
[56] In addition to analyzing the evolution of current
densities during the storm on July 21–23, 2009, the “con-
tributions” to the SymH index from the ring and tail current
systems were calculated using IMPTAM. In reality, it is not
straightforward to compute the contributions in a similar
way as it was done in Figure 6 or easily determine the cur-
rent lines and perform integrations inside the regions occu-
pied by different current systems. Instead, we adopted rather
simple way to define the current system regions. To obtain
the total model SymH index, we used equation (7) for the
modeling region inside 2.5–9.5 RE. It is shown in Figure 11a
by a pink line. It contains the contributions from all model
current systems with the induced current not taken into
account. We compare it with the observed, pressure-cor-
rected (SymH∗ ¼ SymH  7:26 ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPswp þ 11:0 with removed





quiet time offset value (11.0 nT) also taken into account) 1
minute SymH* index (black lines), where the induced cur-
rents were removed (assumed to be 25%). We can see that
the model SymH obtained with particle tracing in TS05
magnetic field and Boyle et al. [1997] electric field and
Tsyganenko and Mukai [2003] boundary conditions under-
estimated by two times the observed SymH-index. At the
same time, the shape of the SymH curve is similar to that
observed. This is consistent with previous studies by
Figure 11. “Contributions” to the modeled by IMPTAM SymH (pink lines) calculated using Biot-
Savart’s law for the regions: (a) inside the modeling region of 2.5–9.5 RE, (b) inside 2.5–4.5 RE, which
roughly corresponds to the eastward ring current, (c) inside 4.5–6.5 RE, which is assumed to be ring cur-
rent, and (d) inside 6.5–9.5 RE, which represents the near-Earth part of the tail current. Pressure-corrected
SymH* index with induced currents removed is shown by black lines.
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Ganushkina et al. [2011]. We divided the modeling region
into three regions: (1) inside 2.5–4.5 RE, which roughly
corresponds to the eastward ring current, (2) inside 4.5–
6.5 RE, which is assumed to be ring current and (3) inside
6.5–9.5 RE, which represents the near-Earth part of the tail
current. It must be noted that these divisions are rather crude,
and they and the current distinctions are just zero approxi-
mation estimates. In IMPTAM modeling it is impossible to
state that 6.5–9.5 RE region contains the tail current but this is
the region, where E B drift is strong and the magnetic drift
just starts to become important.
[57] Figure 11b shows the “contribution” from the east-
ward ring current, it is positive and is about 20 nT at storm
maximum. Figure 11c presents the “contribution” from the
ring current. For this modeling, the ring current is a major
source of the model SymH index. At the same time, the near-
Earth tail current (Figure 11c) also has its “contribution” and
it is about 40 nT in 80 nT of the observed peak value. The
near-Earth tail current starts to develop earlier but also
recovers earlier than the ring current. This is very consistent
with previous modeling using the event-oriented magnetic
field model [Ganushkina et al., 2004].
[58] These patterns of different contributions agree well
with the results obtained using the magnetic field modeling
presented in Figures 5 and 7. It stresses the importance of
including the near-Earth tail currents in the calculations of
model SymH or Dst indices. Moreover, it confirms the sig-
nificance of the way how the model SymH or Dst is calcu-
lated, by defining the regions which contain the current
systems or by the current representations in the models.
6. Discussion
[59] We presented the results of the modeling of two main
current systems, the ring current and the near-Earth tail
current, using two different approaches. The first approach
was to determine the current systems from the magneto-
spheric magnetic field models and the second was to use
particle transport modeling from the plasma sheet to the
inner magnetosphere regions. The focus was set at the
behavior of the ring and near-Earth tail currents and their
contributions to the SymH index during one particular CIR/
HSS-driven storm on July 21–23, 2009.
[60] We tried to follow our previously quite successful
modeling efforts [Ganushkina et al., 2004; Kubyshkina et al.,
2009] in modifying the standard Tsyganenko models for the
magnetospheric magnetic field. Modifications of the TS05
model were made, where two variable multipliers to current
systems, such as amt1 to the amplitude of the tail (short)
module and amr to the ring current module amplitudes, were
introduced. As a result of the analysis of model errors
(Figure 4), it became clear that our attempts to introduce the
modifications did not provide a better model than the stan-
dard TS05 for this particular storm. The configuration of the
satellites was such that not much data from the nightside were
available, especially during the storm main phase. For that
configuration of spacecraft, it did not make sense to use more
than two free parameters. Use of a higher number of free
parameters did not lead to the improvement of the quality of
the model. Even with only two free parameters, the model
can still be ill-defined for some spacecraft configurations.
This does not mean that the modifications are incorrect in
general but it can mean that the specifications of the ring and
tail currents in the model are not fully correct and defined for
the modeled period for this satellite configuration. The model
can give an increase of the tail current with simultaneous
decrease of the ring current or vice versa trying to fit mag-
netic field measurements.
[61] Equatorial current densities computed by TS05 model
and IMPTAM showed rather similar features (Figures 5 and
10). The models are different, although the TS05 model was
used in IMPTAM for the background magnetic field. The
magnitudes of current densities computed with IMPTAM
are comparable to those computed with the TS05 magnetic
field model. More than a factor of ten increase was seen in
the ring and near-Earth currents during the storm main
phase. Another characteristic feature is that the ring current,
being asymmetric during the storm main phase and sym-
metrizing during the storm recovery phase, did not show a
duskward shift of its peak during considered time interval.
For the TS05 model, this can be attributed to the fixed
rotation angle of the model partial ring toward the duskside.
The same argument cannot be used for the IMPTAM results.
The duskward shift of the partial ring current during storm
maximum was obtained from many modeling efforts [Fok
et al., 2003; Jordanova et al., 2006; Liemohn et al., 2001;
Ebihara and Ejiri, 2000; Ganushkina et al., 2005],
although other models show no duskward shift or even a
dawnward shift [Ebihara and Fok, 2004; Liemohn et al.,
2005]. This can be a feature of a small storm, since the
July 21–23, 2009 was a small storm with Dst more than
100 nT. In our previous modeling effort [Ganushkina et al.,
2010], two storms, one moderate with Dst about 120 nT
and one intense with Dst about 250 nT, were modeled
by the event-oriented magnetic field model [Ganushkina
et al., 2004] and the Space Weather Modeling Framework
(SWMF) built around a global MHD simulation [Toth et al.,
2005]. It was found that the ring current showed a noticeable
duskward shift for the intense storm but not for the moderate
storm. It must be noted, however, that both storms were
CME-driven. Borovsky and Denton [2010] have analyzed the
magnetic field at geosynchronous orbit during High Speed
Stream-driven storms. They found that the average value of
the stretching and perturbations associated with the storm are
greater in the midnight sector. They also pointed out that the
stretching occurs in two phases: a strong stretching phase
early in the storm followed by a modest stretching phase
lasting for days. Since both ring current and near-Earth tail
current contribute to the field line stretching at 6.6 RE, the
maximum of stretching on the nightside coincides with our
results, to some extent. The question whether it is a feature of
small storms or CIR-driven storms may be interesting to
study.
[62] When contributions to the Dst index from different
current systems are determined based on the magnetospheric
magnetic field models, they are usually calculated using the
representations of the current systems in the models.
According to the TS05 model (Figure 6), the main contri-
bution comes from the tail current module. The tail current
dominance was present in modeling for other types of storms
[Tsyganenko and Sitnov, 2005]. If we do not directly cal-
culate the magnetic field from the model current systems but
determine the regions of current lines which correspond to
different current systems, we will obtain a very different
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result (Figure 7). For quiet conditions, the location of the tail
current given by the model current density of the tail current
module was consistent with the area at XGSM from 8 to
12 RE occupied by the current lines which close at the
magnetopause. For the storm main phase, the tail current
density had two peaks, with the earthward peak coinciding
with the area of current lines with both ends at the Earth’s
surface and going around the Earth. Thus, the peaks in the
tail current density do not always correspond to the current
lines having both ends at the magnetopause and are in the
region, where current lines look more like ring current.
Therefore, the tail current contribution presented in Figure 6
contains the contributions from other current systems than
those which have both ends at the magnetopause. The
analysis presented above stresses once more that the current
lines are not identical to particle trajectories. Moreover,
currents cannot be defined solemnly by the parameters of the
local plasma populations. As was pointed out by Liemohn
et al. [2011], magnetospheric currents should be defined by
the current lines and their closures. It was shown that the
same particle can contribute to several current systems
when it moves.
[63] Figure 7 requires additional discussion. It may seem
to be different from well-known pattern of symmetric and
asymmetric (partial) ring currents. Figures 7b and 7c show
that during the storm main phase there exist two regions of
current lines going around the Earth, one earthward from
4 RE and another at distances from 6 to 10 RE with
the region of current lines closed to the ionosphere
between them. Similar configuration, where partial ring
current can be inside of symmetric ring current was pre-
sented by Liemohn et al. [2011]. As it was already men-
tioned above, the ion drift is not equal to the total current
flow. We obtained Figure 7 from the TS05 model with the
numerical accuracy of current line tracing procedure tested
on analytical models. For comparison, Figure 7a shows
“traditional” distribution of the ring and tail currents for
quiet conditions. When analyzing the Figure 7, it should
be kept in mind that the TS05 model was created to repro-
duce the observed magnetic field. It was not tested on how
accurate the models can reproduce real current density vec-
tors. Another important thing is that the geometry of the
TS05 ring current on the nightside is not consistent with the
position of the inner edge of tail current module. This can
lead to the configuration with the thin current sheet piercing
the thick symmetric ring current on nightside.
[64] At the same time, the tail current is an important
contributor to the Dst index. The division of the IMPTAM
modeling region into three regions corresponding to east-
ward ring current, westward ring current and near-Earth part
of the tail current (Figure 11) was very approximate. Rela-
tion between contributions from the tail and ring currents to
the SymH index depends very much on the locations of
regions where these currents flow. Moreover, during differ-
ent phases of magnetic storms, boundaries between regions
can change significantly and, therefore, the relative con-
tributions to the SymH index. In the present study the
important thing is that the current at about 6 to 10 RE can
contribute significantly to the total model Dst index. In our
simulations we did not have any restrictions on the locations
of the model boundary. Usually in the ring current models,
the outer boundary is set at 6.6 RE, where the plasma density
and temperature observations are available from the LANL
geostationary satellites [Bame et al., 1993]. These measure-
ments can then be used to determine the boundary condi-
tions in the plasma sheet [Jordanova et al., 2006; Liemohn
et al., 2001; Ganushkina et al., 2006]. The particles inside
geostationary orbit are identified as the ring current parti-
cles. As a result, the Dst minimum is significantly under-
estimated during storm-time ring current modeling [see, e.g.,
Jordanova et al., 2006]. A time-dependent model boundary
outside of 6.6 RE gives a possibility to take into account the
particles in the transition region (between dipole and stret-
ched field lines, when nondipolar magnetic field is used)
forming a partial ring current and near-Earth tail current in
that region. Ganushkina et al. [2011] made a comparison
between the calculations of the model SymH by Biot-
Savart’s law and by widely used Dessler-Parker-Sckopke
(DPS) relation when modeling the ring current with
IMPTAM for storm times and using nondipolar magnetic
fields. Biot-Savart’s Dst calculations resulted in larger and
more realistic values. Using Biot-Savart’s law, the modeled
SymH* is not assumed to come from the ring current energy
only. The effect from the near-Earth tail current is included
by the presence of the stretched magnetic field lines.
7. Conclusions
[65] Keeping the points discussed above in mind, the
conclusions are as follows:
[66] 1. For the CIR/HSS-driven storm on July 21–23,
2009, our attempts to modify the TS05 Tsyganenko model
did not provide a better model than the standard TS05. The
magnitudes of current densities in the inner magnetosphere
computed with IMPTAM are comparable to those of com-
puted with the TS05 magnetic field model. More than a
factor of ten increase was seen in the ring and near-Earth
currents during the storm main phase. The ring current,
being asymmetric during the storm main phase and sym-
metrizing during the storm recovery phase, did not show a
duskward shift of its peak during considered time interval.
[67] 2. It is very important to include the near-Earth tail
currents in the calculations of model SymH or Dst indices.
The incorporation of near-Earth tail currents in the calcula-
tions of model SymH or Dst indices is crucial, as there is
significant current beyond 6.6 RE in the simulation results.
[68] 3. The method to calculate the contributions of dif-
ferent current systems to the model Dst using the global
magnetospheric magnetic field models should be Biot-
Savart integration inside the regions, which contain the
current systems, not using the magnetic field from the model
representations of current modules. A discrepancy is found
between the SymH contributions from various currents as
defined by the TS05 modules and from current streamline
tracing through these same currents. This is because of
spatial overlap in the definitions of the current systems,
yielding current streamlines that close around the Earth
extending beyond the ring current region (and into the tail
current region) as defined in the TS05 modules.
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